ABSTRACT

The internet has had a massive impact on the ways in which we
communicate, especially concerning written mediums. As text is
a highly versatile medium, it has always had a place in the world
of art. In this essay I aim to deconstruct the ways in which the internet has affected its role within art, considering whether the
messages we choose to share have changed in any significant
way, or if they have remained as consistent as in the rest of historical poetic canon. I have approached this matter through interview of key figures adjacent to online art writing, in addition to
literary review of a wide variety of sources. These methods have
enabled me to compare and contrast historical forms of art writing with contemporary attitudes towards the medium, as well as
consider the ways in which the internet can affect access to funding and audience. I assert that access to funding is a key factor in
determining the final outcomes of artworks both online and off,
therefore the internet’s impact on said access is of vital consideration; audience also being a factor of great importance when creating work in a connected, post-internet environment. As a result
of this research, I have found a clear stand-out aspect in the ways
in which text has been altered by a post-internet way of thinking:
an explosion of interactivity. Although the message largely remains consistent, the methods of its delivery are changing and
adapting to our new, connected mindset.
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SUPERCONNECTIVITY :considering the impact of the internet on text in art

The internet is everywhere. It follows us around in our pockets,
informs our route-planning in real time and makes us trackable. It
tells us when those we care about think of us with a ‚ding’, and
contains a wealth of knowledge in the form of musings from
people in every strata of society. We accept it as a fact of life, but
it’s new and ever-expanding. It sleeps under our pillows, and
invades our dreams. Through this omnipotence, the internet has
seeped into every aspect of our lives, including the art we
produce and experience. In this essay I will be examining the
context of text in art in the post-internet sphere within which we
exist. I shall be considering how publishing has changed since
the advent of the internet, bearing in mind how the way the
audience can access a work may have shifted, and how this shift
has affected the work produced.

Post-internet is a term which originated from the work of Marisa
Olson, as a phrase used by Gene McHugh as a summative way to
describe Olson’s musings on work ‘after’ the internet as opposed
to work ‘on’ the internet. As part of a 2013 panel discussion
organised by Rhizome1 titled „Post-Net Aesthetics“, Karen Archey
(a critic and curator working closely with Rhizome) led a „wideranging and extremely generative conversation in which
participants began to articulate some of the shifts they'd seen in

1 an organisation dedicated to archiving art on the internet, founded by Mark Tribe in

1996

1

artistic practice in recent years“2. This panel was symptomatic of
an explosion of discussion within critical spheres concerned with
work relating to the internet.

My personal practice follows a theme of power and the role of
the hand, with larger influence stemming from time spent using
social media during my formative years. With a personal history
deeply entrenched in how the internet can impact a psyche,
especially topics of influence, following, crowd interaction, and
personal politics, it’s natural that this crystallises into a fascination
with the impact the internet has had on the wider art world. As an
artist who utilises text in a variety of ways throughout my
practice, it’s vital for me to understand the history of this medium
in an art context.

Text holds power, meaning, form, and message. Each of these
qualities are key in assessing the impact of a piece of work. Text
is ubiquitous; to be without is to miss large swathes of life for a
lack of means of communication. Text informs our decisions on a
minute-to-minute basis and is how we relate to other human
beings, increasingly so in the digital age. Text can hold the power
to break a heart, or make it whole.

2 Michael Connor, „What's Postinternet Got to do with Net Art?“, Rhizome, November 1,

2013, accessed December 20, 2017, http://rhizome.org/editorial/2013/nov/1/postinternet/.
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Artists have been writing about art, and writing as art practice, for
a great length of time. Text as art is not a new concept, and
through this longstanding method of creating work we can draw
patterns and conclusions about the impact of a connected world
on the way text in art manifests, what impact it has on a work,
and what impact it may have on the viewer. Through
understanding what came before and what is happening now, we
can discover whether or not there is still a place for disconnected
text, and what that place may look like as we move into the
future of art practice.

In this essay I am going to explore the effects the internet has had
on text art, including form, distribution, impact, and content. In
chapter one I investigate the impact the audience can have on
performative pieces of writing, following two examples of ways in
which artworks can be impacted by how they are received
online. I conducted an interview with one of the artists whose
work affected me most personally, and talked to him about how
the piece I looked at in particular was influenced and directed by
audience participation.

In chapter two, I consider the Internet as publishing house,
exploring the ways in which work can be shared online and the
impact this lens can have on the content of the work itself. I also
explore common criticisms of artists who create work primarily
for online publication, as well as considering the impact of
3

funding on risk taking in art in a more broad sense. I also
consider the role of the algorithm in determining popularity
online, therefore influencing content.

In chapter three I investigate the standing of text in the wider art
world and explore its position shifting between ‚high‘ and ‚low‘
art, alongside considering text art’s position within the broader art
world. I also address the mutability of text as a medium,
discussing the ways in which it can shift between formats and be
altered to convey the same explicit message in a different way.

4

CHAPTER ONE
The audience as influencer

In this chapter I explore the influence of the audience on
contemporary artworks which are based online in a social
context. I have utilised three examples of artworks which were
altered in either their form or impact by their relationship with
social media. I have interviewed Scott Eckert, the artist
responsible for the first work discussed in this chapter, about the
relationship his work has with its audience. I also discuss the
effect of interactivity on the impact of an artwork.

You’re scrolling absent-mindedly through Twitter, some time in
the spring of 2012. You see an account you follow retweet
@TweeterRater (see Fig. 1.1) and it catches your eye. Your mind
starts to whir with the possibility of encountering a ‚Tweet
Supreme‘ - a five-star rated tweet. With this thought burning in
your mind, you click ‚Follow‘, so as not to miss a single rating.
Months pass, and you haven’t thought of Tweeter Rater much.
Not anything more than an occasional feature of your timeline.
It’s introduced you to some cool accounts you’ve decided are also
worth following, and you laugh more now. After all that time,
something shifts, and with one tweet3 descends into an
interactive art piece with literal years of engagement for its
participants.
3 Tweeter Rater, Twitter post, August 2, 2012, accessed December 20, 2017, 7.33p.m.,

https://twitter.com/TweeterRater/status/231110392628256768.
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Shifting from a passive, reactive account to one which challenged
and manipulated its audience, Tweeter Rater told the story of
Keely Keene (see Fig 1.2) - a fictional missing person being held
captive by the being in control of TR4. With a manufactured peril
rivalling the finest of action movies, Tweeter Rater saw its alreadycaptive audience become an active and participatory one.

Culminating in the challenge of a Duodecim5, which led to the
crowning of the Tweet Supreme, TR began to engage in a series of
games with its following.

„After six or seven months […] my follower count
plateaued at around 3,000 and I was honestly getting a
little bored with writing reviews. Like, what am I going to
do with this? I don’t wanna write reviews for the rest of my
life. […] I was less concerned with retweets and follower
counts and more into just kind of using the platform in a
new way.“6

Following on from Eckert’s experiences as a law student - which
saw him create a popular anonymous blog about his experiences
in law school culminating in a reveal of his identity in return for
4 Tweeter Rater
5 12 tweets from 12 participants, selected by Tweeter Rater with the aim of

creating the
Tweet Supreme. The Tweet Supreme is the wording used by TR to refer to a perfect tweet a tweet which cannot be improved upon, receiving a 5 star rating from TR.
6 Scott Eckert, transcript from audio clip provided in response to an email, January 7,

2018. See appendix 1 for transcript.

6

his readers donating a sum of money to a charity called Africare7
- he was inspired to utilise the platform he found at his disposal
in a new and exciting way. In juxtaposition with his growing
understanding of the political landscape of the world, and
anguish at the reality that children worldwide (including his own)
would have to grow up facing the consequences of their parents’
generation, he entwined Tweeter Rater with an ultimate political
message. The story illustrated by TR at this climactic point
introduces the character of the child, born thousands of years into
the future.

„The TR explained: the people that came before the child’s
time (the ancients, he calls them, us) were wicked people
who served Moloch.“8

Intending to highlight the destructive way that the populous at
large in contemporary society tends to live, TR utilised the large
platform it had built at this point to proliferate that message
widely. It was a large-scale participatory performance art piece,
something which felt important and almost unique on the platform at the time.

7 Scott Eckert, see appendix 1.
8 Patrick Lickman, „Duodecim III“, Professional Echo, December 21, 2013, accessed

December 20, 2017, https://professionalecho.wordpress.com/2013/12/21/duodecimiii/.
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„I felt a lot of beautiful stuff came out of it. I was really
proud, proud of my Twitter friends, and proud of myself for
facilitating this thing. It was just so weird. It was, in a way,
an art exhibition of sorts that happened in real time but on
Twitter which just sounds so bizarre but it’s a thing that
really happened.“9

As a teenager, I was caught up in the story of the Tweeter Rater as
an active participant and eventual winner of the Tweeter Rater
Games10. The experience was transformative and highly
influential for my own artistic practice, showing me a whole new
way of thinking about what can be done with text, storytelling,
and social media platforms. TR always had to work within the
boundaries of what Twitter would allow, which at the time meant
a strict limit of 140 characters (which has recently been increased
to 280) and a limited scope for multi-media effects. These
restrictions led to Twitter as a format becoming popular amongst
poets: for example the #Illhueminati movement11 started by
9 Scott Eckert, see appendix 1.
10 During a year-long hiatus from the narrative of

the account, Tweeter Rater played host
to the Tweeter Rater Games, a series of devised poetry exercises judged by TR and
awarded star ratings accordingly. At the conclusion of the games, my account @kittynoise
held the highest total star count overall.
Tweeter Rater Scoreboard compiled by Patrick Lickman - https://docs.google.com/
spreadsheets/d/1EJHBdI56tx-HJDdLaM_HzfeasAsAzO-9UVU1eAIVJrA/edit#gid=0.
(accessed December 20, 2017)
11 The #Illhueminati movement consisted of

a group of Twitter users who decided to
remove their profile picture from the site and replace it with a block colour, or hue, in
order to shift the focus of the account onto the actual words they wrote rather than the
persona behind the account.
8

@santinodela, also in 2012. The relationship between poets and
Twitter is a longstanding association which persists to this day.
What Eckert created was a long-form interactive text adventure,
the difference being that the text itself was mutable (as opposed
to a series of predetermined routes through a narrative)
depending on the audience’s interaction with the piece. Because
it was being written in real time, by a real person (despite
outward appearances of automation), there was a strong
conversational and durational performance element as well as the
narrative itself.

Interactive text adventures are nothing new - they’ve popped up
since the advent of video gaming with the first interactive fiction
game Adventure being written in 197512 . Initially designed for
early home computers such as the Commodore 64, they were
easily ported to the internet in the early days of the web.

Web 2.0 brought about a new age of multimedia interactivity on
the internet, as home computers got faster and had greater
capabilities for handling things like animated .gif format images
and image and video processing, and internet speeds got faster so
the sharing of media was now possible between regular home
users of computers. There was an explosion in self-created

12 Rick Adams, „The Crowther and Woods ‚Colossal Cave Adventure Game‘“,

adams.org/adventure/a_history.html. (accessed January 2, 2018).

http://rick9

websites hosted in places like GeoCities13 , bringing about a new
sense of equal opportunity to an area of technology which had
previously only really been the domain of computer geeks,
hobbyists and technicians.

queers in love at the end of the world by Anna Anthropy (2013)14
is another example of an effective use of interactivity when it
comes to the experience of the person viewing the work.
Designed to reflect the feeling you would have if the world were
ending and you were in the arms of the person you love, the
piece works to a timer which counts 10 seconds, after which you
are taken to a page reading „Everything is wiped away“ and a link
to start your experience of the piece again. After a few runthroughs it’s possible to see most parts of the text, but because of
the time limit it alters the way you take in the words in front of
you and also how much of it you are able to experience at all,
with some pathways being too lengthy to even speed through
within the time available to you.

In ‚Internet Art‘, Rachel Greene (editorial co-ordinator of
Rhizome) discusses that text on the internet is borne from
hypertext - an internet based text art piece is often of multiple
13 Brian McCullough, „DAVID BOHNETT, FOUNDER OF GEOCITIES“, Internet History

Podcast, podcast audio, May 11, 2015, accessed January 8, 2018, http://
www.internethistorypodcast.com/2015/05/david-bohnett-founder-of-geocities/
#tabpanel6.
14 Anna Anthropy, „queers in love at the end of

the world“, Rhizome, http://webenact.rhizome.org/queers-in-love-at-the-end-of-the-world/http://auntiepixelante.com/endoftheworld/. (accessed December 15, 2017).
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entry points and paths through the text. Hypertext as a concept is
older than the internet, ‚strongly linked to the evolution of the
electronic archive‘.15 This way of viewing an internet based work
is resonant with Anna Anthropy’s piece mentioned above - there
is a single entry point but the piece works with hypertext to allow
you to experience it in an almost unlimited number of
permutations. This method of working is something intimately
familiar to me, as it reflects the way in which I have constructed
my own website. Using hypertext to link between screens of
combined writing and imagery, often with video aspects
integrated into the page, I have curated a kind of choose-yourown-adventure site which utilises hypertext to operate
successfully.16 This creates an environment which could not exist
in an offline format, a unique online space.

Utilising the aspects of the web which are idiosyncratic can prove
to strengthen a work greatly. A piece like queers in love could be
represented similarly as a video piece, but it would lack the
interactivity which proves key to the experience of the piece
being personal and unique for each person who participates in it.
It creates a dialogue - perhaps the one thing the internet is best at.

In „The Art of Interactivity: Interactive installation from gallery to
street“ Martin Reiser speaks about the feeling that the Internet is

15 Rachel Greene, Internet Art, (London: Thames & Hudson, 2004), p.104.
16 „honor ash“, www.honorash.com.
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perhaps lacking a new form of dialogue, still in its infancy as in
the early days of any new medium when it still aims to replicate
the archaic17. This text is from 2002 and I would argue that we
have found this new dialogue in the form of social media. Twitter
was conceived in 2006, Facebook around the same time,
YouTube in 2005. These sites, built around the concept of the user
creating content for distribution on their platform amongst a
virtual network of friends, followers, or subscribers, paved the
way for the evolution of a new way of both thinking and
communicating. Perhaps in addition to post-internet, a term
should be adopted for the state of the world post-social media, as
a new and distinct development in the internet as an influence on
art and society.

It is apparent that the platform on which an artwork is hosted
informs not only the format of the piece but also the user
experience of the piece. When harnessed effectively, this can
make an otherwise straightforward story into an engaging and
challenging text influenced by the people reading it, heightening
emotions and investment in characters and events. It can also be
used for political means, as the heightened connection an
audience often feels to an interactive piece can prove far more
effective than the same message delivered through a traditional
medium. You feel far stronger about the fate of a chicken you fed
seed for a month than one which comes prepackaged in shrink
17 Martin Reiser, „The Art of

Interactivity: Interactive installation from gallery to street“, in
Computers and Art, ed. Stuart Mealing (Bristol, Intellect Books, 2002) p 81.
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wrap and already featherless. The internet works to remove that
disconnect between audience and message.

This concept of immediacy creating meaning is prominent in
Vanessa Place’s piece wherein she tweeted the entirety of Gone
with the Wind. Through her recontextualisation of a book which
is considered a classic and often essential piece of literature18,
she highlighted issues of racism within the text which still prove
pertinent today. The piece was met with criticism when viewed in
isolation - each of the tweets on their own, and to someone
unfamiliar with the text, could appear highly offensive. Even in
context Place has faced swathes of accusations that it is her who
is perpetuating racist ideals, rather than simply highlighting the
issues within a piece of literary canon. It is this offence which the
artwork so successfully harnesses to confront members of wider
society with the literature that has come before, documenting
humanity in a way that brings these racist ideals out into the cold,
hard, light of day.

Place lost several opportunities as a result of the controversy
surrounding her piece19 . Met with accusations that she was
furthering her career by exploiting the trauma faced by black
18 Brian M. Reed, „In Other Words: Postmillenial Poetry and Redirected Language“, in

Contemporary Literature 52, Number 4, Winter 2011. (Wisconsin: University of Wisconsin Press, 2011).
19 Edward Helmore, „Gone With the Wind tweeter says she is being shunned by US art

institutions“, The Guardian, June 25, 2015, accessed December 22, 2017, https://
www.theguardian.com/books/2015/jun/25/gone-with-the-wind-tweeter-shunned-artsinstitutions-vanessa-place.
13

people historically at the hands of white people, she achieved her
goal of sparking discussion. A petition20 was launched to protest
her inclusion on the planning committee for the 2016 Association
of Writers and Writing Programs conference, which succeeded in
unseating her from her position.

The appropriation of found materials is an aspect integral to
internet based discussions, both within and outside of art. A
memetic understanding of pre-existing materials drives
discussions and humour in almost every forum online in such a
dramatic way that corporations are beginning to refer to memes
as a method of advertising - intended at grabbing the attention of
a younger audience. As well as being a fundamental language of
the internet, it’s not uncommon for art to appropriate found
materials; it is a method of working which has a very rich history
within the canon of art, perhaps reaching a peak in the
readymades of Marcel Duchamp.

From an anthropological point of view, appropriation is entwined
exactly with structures of power and privilege.21 Often, art utilises
the term appropriation to mean any adoption of found materials
without considering the power at play in the exchange, which in
20 Timothy Volpert, „Remove Vanessa Place from the AWP Los Angeles conference com-

mittee“, change.org, May 2015, https://www.change.org/p/association-of-writers-andwriting-conferences-remove-vanessa-place-from-the-awp-los-angeles-conference-committee. (accessed January 10, 2018).
21 Arnd Schneider, „On ‚appropriation’. A critical reappraisal of

the concept and its
application in contemporary art practices“, Social Anthropology 11, no 2 (2003): pp.
215-29, accessed January 14, 2018, doi:10.1017/S0964028203000156.
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my opinion is not a sensitive or appropriate definition as art
created does not and cannot exist in a vacuum. In the case of
Kenneth Goldsmith’s work, discussed below, said definition
would treat him favourably and a more broad view brings his
work into a position of ethical question. The application of a
social lens onto his work was outside of his control, but without
we would not have been allowed the consideration of the wider
social context of his piece.

In a brightly-lit auditorium, Goldsmith takes the stage in front of
you and begins to read. He offers the piece little context, and
shortly you realise it’s an autopsy report. For half an hour he
speaks, describing in graphic detail the body of Michael Brown, a
black American who was shot for suspected robbery of a
convenience store, whose death triggered the Black Lives Matter
movement across America and the world. The piece ends with the
words „The remaining male genitalia system is unremarkable.“
and a ripple of discontent spreads through the small but
opinionated audience.

Goldsmith has created a work out of something catastrophic - the
murder of a black man at the hands of the police. He has touched
a nerve and looks set to suffer for it, as word of his piece spreads
throughout the internet and related social spheres. (see Fig 1.3)
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„word of Goldsmith’s performance soon spread online,
where people were […] vocal and angry, condemning
Goldsmith for racist exploitation in the name of
conceptual poetics (he received at least one death
threat)"22

Goldsmith defended himself, stating that he was merely following
on from a series of works he had created in the recent past
wherein he appropriated accounts of tragedies in America and
constructed a literary piece from the pre-existing words. The key
difference in this case was that for one, the tragedy was
incredibly fresh in the minds of the collective consciousness, and
two, he was a white man using the death of a black man for
exploitative artistic purpose.

In both Goldsmith and Place’s works, we are seeing pieces of
work which owe their controversy to the medium within which
they were shared, either initially or by third parties (Goldsmith’s
work being entirely shared online by third parties, as Goldsmith
did not publish the work online himself). Without the
involvement of social media in these pieces, the works would
have not been considered in the light with which they became
offensive. In Place’s case, this would have rendered the work
neutered and would have probably stopped it from existing in the

22 Jillian Steinhauer, „Kenneth Goldsmith Remixes Michael Brown Autopsy Report as

Poetry“, Hyperallergic, March 16, 2015, accessed December 22, 2017, https://hyperallergic.com/190954/kenneth-goldsmith-remixes-michael-brown-autopsy-report-as-poetry/.
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first place. In Goldsmith’s case, it could be argued that his piece
was never intended to be seen in this light and therefore would
have existed in the same form without social dissection, without
casting such a shadow on Goldsmith’s character.

The controversy generated by the online audience led to the
reputation of each artist being tarnished in a way almost
unprecedented. Prior to the proliferation of social media, an artist
would have to do more than provocative micro-aggressions to see
their reputation touched in any meaningful way. History is littered
with artists who exploited others to get their point across, and
often with very little reproach from the wider audience of their
work.

Treacy Ziegler, in a 2016 article in the Broad Street Review23 ,
touches on this idea when recounting how a friend of hers had a
proposal rejected for lack of personal connection to the subject
and a concern that she was taking advantage of the story to
further her own career.

„I instantly envisioned the crucifixion and countless
witnesses if personal connection to narrative is required;
Rembrandt, Caravaggio, Velázquez, Messina, Dalí, and
David Mach standing together in the field of Golgotha.“

23 Treacy Ziegler, „Exploitation and social activism in modern art: Making art out of

other
people’s problems“, Broad Street Review, January 12, 2016, http://www.broadstreetreview.com/art/exploitation-and-social-activism-in-modern-art#.
17

In the contemporary sociopolitical environment, it is often taken
as a prerequisite that any public figure or visible individual must
be of pure and sound morality before making any kind of
statement, or creating any kind of work for public consumption. If
there is any inconsistency in the personal politics of the public
figure, or they commit a minor indiscretion, they are subject to
demonisation and boycott as opposed to respectful discourse. It
may be useful societally to bring each of our actions into greater
scrutiny as to the political impact of said actions, eventually
leading to a wider understanding of the intersections of power
and act on an interpersonal level, but the path towards that level
of understanding is littered with aggressive and deadly minefields
of public shaming and vilification.

18

Figure 1.1 - Screenshot from TweeterRater (@TweeterRater) on Twitter demonstrating the initial
premise of the Tweeter Rater account
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Figure 1.2 - Screenshot of TweeterRater (@TweeterRater) on Twitter detailing an early intervention in
the narrative of the account and an early mention of Keely Keene

20

Figure 1.3 - Screenshot from Paul Soulellis (@soulellis) on Twitter. Image of Kenneth Goldsmith
reading ‚The Body of Michael Brown‘
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CHAPTER TWO
The internet as publishing house

In this chapter I am going to discuss the impact publishing online
in new media contexts has had on the content of artworks and
the way artists operate online, as well as the pressures it can add
or alleviate.

Practicing as an artist in the contemporary climate, you are faced
with a decision. How should you present yourself on social
media? Do you want to have a practice which works almost
exclusively towards the needs and wants of your following? Do
you want to make work which may only exist within that format?
How much do you want your followers to know about your life?
How much are they going to directly fund your work (e.g. Patreon
or Drip24)? Seeing social media and the wider internet as a new
channel of publication (although social media brings challenges
not necessarily faced if publishing through established online
entities, such as is_this_it?25) may be useful in analysing the
differing responses to it within the work of contemporary artists
and poets.

Collin Yost is a poet who works primarily for an Instagram based
audience. He has printed books, but his primary success is within
24 Patreon and Drip are crowdfunding websites which work on a monthly subscription

basis, enabling the audience to directly fund an artist’s practice.

25 isthisit?, accessed January 8, 2018, http://www.isthisitisthisit.com/.
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the confines of the third-party platform. He ensures that each of
his pieces are photographed perfectly for display on his Instagram
profile, often littered with cigarettes and other tangible artefacts
which work to remind the reader of the hand of the artist. He uses
a typewriter, and signs the majority of his poems with ‚c.y.’. His
work has proven controversial in recent times, relying as it does
so heavily on the objectification of the women in his life which is
antithetical to the prominent feminist outlook of a large
proportion of social media users, especially younger users. He
has also been criticised for being a lazy writer, only working to
cultivate a larger following on his social media sites by utilising
cliché imagery26. It’s this latter criticism I’m choosing to focus on,
with its roots possibly in the pursuit of income over artistic
integrity and purity of creation.

The creation of art in the pursuit of financial gain is not a new
phenomenon, with artists like Jeff Koons and Damien Hirst
working hard to ensure that their artistic efforts also brought them
adequate financial reward, with great success for them both.
Understandably, this has wrought each of them into controversial
figures within the art world, especially amongst artists who do not
see financial reward from their works and may regard their
position as disingenuous and call into question their motives for
creation.

26 Laura Yan, „The Most Hated Poet in Portland“, The Outline, November 14, 2017, ac-

cessed January 6, 2018, https://theoutline.com/post/2488/collin-andrew-yost-the-mosthated-poet-in-portland?zd=1.
23

Historically, as artists moved from craftspeople to a more elevated
societal position, they were encouraged not to submit to the
‚vices‘ of financial motivation. This shift happened during the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, as the perception of art shifted
from that of manual work to intellectual work.27

Rupi Kaur is a poet oft-criticised in the same breath as Yost for the
perceived shallowness and crowd-pleasing aspects of her work28.
Having written two best-selling books off the back of her online
success, Kaur is an easy target for those who feel bitterness
towards successful artists, although perhaps some of the criticism
is justified. Her works are simplistic, often unrefined and more as
run-on sentences than traditional, longer-form poetry. Their
minimalist form often attracts accusations of laziness, as does
Yost’s work. In contrast to Yost, she capitalises on the feminist
tendencies of her audience, with her supporters using her
position as a woman of colour to decry any criticism faced by
Kaur as simply an exercise of privilege. The common accessibility
of form between these two very different poets is a clear marker
of their efforts to appease to a large audience.

27 David Galenson, „Artists and the Market: From Leonardo and Titian to Andy Warhol

and Damien Hirst“, NBER Working Paper no. 13377 (2007): accessed January 14, 2018,
doi:10.3386/w13377.
28 Chiara Giovanni, „The Problem with Rupi Kaur’s Poetry“, Buzzfeed News, August 4,

2017, accessed January 6, 2018, https://www.buzzfeed.com/chiaragiovanni/the-problem-with-rupi-kaurs-poetry?utm_term=.rw17jYbxpM#.nvZJAxdErX.
24

Keiken (a Japanese word which translates to ‚experience’) are a
collective based between Falmouth, London, and Berlin.
Recently, as part of the Falmouth Art Publishing Fair they held an
open call for .pdf format works exploring themes of ‚internet,
techno-animism, future, networked spaces, algorithms, feminism,
tech activism, VR and AR, Internet of Things, Quantified Self,
societal introjections, late capitalism, RPG, gender, social media
platforms, open source and code‘29 . I decided to submit a .pdf
(dissonance, 2017) and found myself selected to be included in
their exhibition. The format of their installation intrigued me
greatly and unfortunately I was unable to travel to Falmouth to
see it in person. The notion of displaying .pdf documents probably the most easily portable filetype for text documents - in
a physical installation at a publishing fair is one which captured
my attention as a somewhat subversive move. To do so considers
the method of sharing a .pdf file over email as publication - not
far removed from an approach which would consider the internet
itself a free-for-all publishing house.

The installation of the documents was multi-screen, with various
projections and multi-media elements throughout (see fig 2.1).
The .pdfs were not displayed in isolation, but juxtaposed amongst
other digital visual artefacts, altering the context of the
documents in a way that can only really happen in the visceral
space offered by a physical installation. The viewer of the piece
29 „keiken - ***CALL OUT***“, accessed January 8, 2018, Instagram, https://

www.instagram.com/p/BYwLEn6h-5o/.
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was able to interact with the .pdfs and digitally browse through
the library collected by Keiken, adding immersion to an already
encompassing piece. The interactivity of physically altering an
environment to choose which part of the artwork to view is one
which removes a veneer of distance from a work. Akin to the
methods employed by museums and educational games,
interactivity in a piece centred around text performs a role of
drawing the audience in closer to the work at hand, inviting them
to feel more closely connected with the content of the piece.30

With the internet’s emergence as a new publishing medium it has
almost replaced phone calls, letters, and noticeboards. It oozes a
sense of freedom, selling us a lie that we can access whatever we
want if we know how to find it yet simultaneously limiting search
results and algorithmically related content according to the
whims of those funding the websites hosting them. The algorithms
are king. Working as automated digital curators, they decide what
we want to see and bring that to the forefront - often masking
content they deem ‚uninteresting‘ or ‚unimportant‘ with flaws
only being discovered when they go really wrong.

Caryn Vainio, an interface designer for VR, shared on Twitter in
December 2017 a harrowing story involving algorithmically
generated ignorance (see fig 2.3). A friend of hers for 15 years
30 Marguerite Barry, „Please do touch: Discourses on aesthetic interactivity in the

exhibition space:, Participations Journal of Audience and Reception Studies 11 (2014),
accessed January 14, 2018, http://www.participations.org/Volume%2011/
Issue%201/13.pdf.
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passed away, without her or any of her friends knowing about it.
Despite said friend posting on Facebook that they were going into
hospital, none of Vainio’s immediate social group were aware
because the post had been algorithmically hidden from them.

Facebook’s official stance on algorithms reads:

„When a user likes something, that tells News Feed that
they want to see more of it; when they hide something,
that tells News Feed to display less of that content in the
future.“31

It learns from our interactions with the posts we see on our feed.
It makes decisions about what we might want to see in the future
from how we reacted to certain content in the past. To do this, the
algorithm reads and analyses the language in every single post
being channeled to our news feeds. It relies on computerised
procedures to determine whether or not the post is happy or sad,
informative or asking for advice. It then makes a decision about
how we would feel about that content, and based on that
response chooses whether or not to push it to the forefront of our
feeds. It decides how we want to feel.

31 Lars Backstrom, „News Feed FYI: A Window Into News Feed“, Facebook Business,

August 6, 2013, accessed January 7, 2018, https://www.facebook.com/business/news/
News-Feed-FYI-A-Window-Into-News-Feed.
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In 2014, it was revealed that Facebook had engineered an
experiment to determine whether or not it could influence the
emotional state of its users through changing the kind of content
they were exposed to from their friends and connections on the
site32. It emerged that yes, they were able to influence the
emotional state of their user base by controlling the posts
appearing in an individual’s feed. Posts were categorised as
‚positive‘ or ‚negative‘, and different groups of users were
exposed to different proportions of ‚positive‘ or ‚negative‘ posts. It
was determined that the group who were exposed to greater
numbers of ‚positive‘ posts ended up feeling happier themselves,
and in turn created more ‚positive‘ posts. The same correlation
was shown in the group which was exposed to a higher
proportion of ‚negative‘ posts.

This experiment was subject to much scrutiny, especially as the
participants in the experiment were not informed that they were
being emotionally manipulated in the name of science. Jim
Sheridan, a Labour MP and member of the Commons media
select committee called for a parliamentary investigation into
Facebook’s conduct, citing concerns that the tech giant could end
up influencing the political views of a nation through algorithmic
selection.

32 Robert Booth, „Facebook reveals news feed experiment to control emotions“, The

Guardian, June 30, 2014, accessed January 12, 2018, https://www.theguardian.com/
technology/2014/jun/29/facebook-users-emotions-news-feeds.
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„They are manipulating material from people's personal
lives and I am worried about the ability of Facebook and
others to manipulate people's thoughts in politics or other
areas. If people are being thought-controlled in this kind of
way there needs to be protection and they at least need to
know about it.“33

In 2015 an article on the Daily Dot drew attention to an obscure
study carried out in 2010 by a campaign called „Vote NO on 8“ a Floridian pressure group campaigning for amendments to a
policy regarding the size of school classes to be dropped in
favour of the existing state-wide policy. Vote NO on 8 hired a
digital advertising firm by the name of Chong & Koster, spending
their meagre public outreach pot in a new and previously unseen
fashion. Instead of splitting their budget between more traditional
forms of advertising, such as television and mail, Chong & Koster
were tasked with using the majority of the budget on online
advertisements, largely focussing on Facebook in two key
counties. It was definitely not unheard of to not fork out for
television advertisements for a political campaign; TV ads are
costly and have limited reach. But to spend the entire pot on
online ads instead of a targeted mailing and automated call
system was something new entirely. As a result of their targeted
ad campaign, they found that heavy internet users from the
targeted counties who spent a lot of time on Facebook were 10

33 Booth, „Facebook reveals news feed experiment to control emotions“.
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percent more likely to vote in favour of their campaign than an
average Democrat voter, even though it was an issue which fell
largely on party lines.

„People who were heavy web users on Facebook,
including Republicans and independents, outperformed
Democrats on a Democratic issue because of the online
ads.“34

The advertisements were targeted to particular demographics,
both on a location basis and through the analysis of keywords
from Facebook users’ public posts. If a user often posted about
their children, or had keywords such as ‚teacher‘ on their profile,
they were targeted with the adverts as the issue affects them more
than a childless individual. In this case, the targeted
advertisements were used to educate those who were affected by
an upcoming democratic issue. If these methods were to be used
maliciously, the impact could potentially be devastating, with
Facebook being proven to have a significant impact on political
outcomes through the use of purchased advertising space, or even
its own inbuilt tools.35

34 Simon Owens, „Here's proof

Facebook can swing an election“, The Daily Dot,
November 18, 2014, accessed January 8, 2018, https://www.dailydot.com/layer8/
facebook-advertising-election-study/.
35 Jonathan Zittrain, „Facebook Could Decide an Election Without Anyone Ever Finding

Out“, New Republic, June 2, 2014, accessed January 12, 2018, https://newrepublic.com/
article/117878/information-fiduciary-solution-facebook-digital-gerrymandering.
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The power of the algorithm, and of the companies which control
them through selective funding, is irrefutable. Artists who mature
and develop their practice inside this environment internalise
this, oft altering their practice to make it more profitable in an
online environment. Whether this profit is immediate (and
translates to income), or more abstract but still measurable (in the
form of a larger following but no direct financial gain), both are
lucrative and appealing to the artist trying to make a living in the
21st century.

Patreon is a company borne of the desire to monetise large social
followings. Founded in 2013 by artist Jack Conte, a popular
creator on YouTube who was looking for a way to generate
income from posting regular pieces of art on social media,
Patreon allows artists to have a regular and predictable income
from their online practice. Working between two models, either a
monthly subscription or contributing per ‚thing‘ the artist uploads
to the platform, Patreon works to allow creators to share different
levels of intimacy into their creative process with their audience,
and often makes that process collaborative with the very people
who are consuming the media.

Designed like a social media platform, Patreon has interactivity
between ‚fan‘ and creator at its very heart. The model encourages
artists to give up their boundaries and share more of themselves
depending how much said patron is contributing. With a
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‚rewards‘ scheme which is entirely customisable, the artist on
Patreon is largely in charge of crafting their own successful
business out of their art practice. This hyper-capitalised view
brings a double-edged sword to the creator in the contemporary
environment. With grants and budgets from governments on the
decline, private contributors are the backbone of the
contemporary creative industries36, but how much say should
they have in the work that is created with their money?

“If you’re asking your fans to support you, the artist, it
shouldn’t matter what your choices are as long as you’re
delivering your side of the bargain. You may be spending
the money on guitar picks, mai tais, baby formula, college
loans, gas for cars, or coffee to fuel your all-night writing
sessions. As long as art is coming out the other side and
making your patrons happy, the money you need to live—
and “need to live” is hard to define—is almost
indistinguishable from the money you need to make art.”37

The notion of selective funding which was mentioned briefly in
discussion of algorithmic bias is also relevant offline in the
physical spaces occupied by the arts. The idea that freedom of
expression may be stifled because of the source of the funding for
36 Rachel Spence, „Who funds the arts and why we should care“, Financial Times,

September 19, 2014, accessed January 12, 2018, https://www.ft.com/content/
4313691c-3513-11e4-aa47-00144feabdc0.

37 Amanda Palmer, The Art of Asking: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Let People

Help. (London: Piatkus, 2014), iBooks edition, p285.
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the venue within which the art is housed is not a comfortable
one, yet it is a reality many arts organisations are having to face.
Whether it be council funding or that from private bodies, the oftunspoken reality of the situation is that the organisations with the
money are the organisations with final say in the content. Upset a
sponsor, and risk losing everything. This is the conundrum which
faces large swathes of arts spaces operating in the UK today. The
problem is not just on a grassroots level - big organisations such
as the Tate are still swayed by the whims of those funding them.
This has far-reaching impacts in terms of the effect on the work
produced by artists working with organisations which rely on
funding from private bodies. This in itself is a worrying sign in
terms of freedom of expression, especially when it comes to
political matters. To consider that artistic freedom of speech may
be being stifled in order to not ‚rock the boat‘ with sponsors is
greatly concerning.

In Victoria Alexander’s 1996 paper entitled „Pictures at an
Exhibition: Conflicting Pressures in Museums and the Display of
Art“ she asserts that ‚all philanthropists have goals or objectives
that focus their giving‘. She goes on to discuss the implicit
pressures involved in sourcing funding as an art museum,
reflecting the pressures which are at play throughout different art
institutions. In her findings, she discovers quite striking influences
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on both the types of exhibitions held and the content of those
exhibitions by the bodies which are funding them38 .

38 Victoria D. Alexander, „Pictures at an Exhibition: Conflicting Pressures in Museums and

the Display of Art“, The American Journal of Sociology 101 (1996): pp. 797-839, accessed
January 14, 2018, doi:10.1086/230781.
34

Figure 2.1 - Keiken at Falmouth Art Publishing Fair - screenshot from @_keiken_ on Instagram

35

Figure 2.2 - ‚Hacha‘ by Simmias of Rhodes - a poem about a double-headed broad axe in the
shape of a double-headed broad axe

36

Figure 2.3 - Screenshot from Caryn Vainio (@Hellchick) on Twitter in which she describes finding out
her friend’s death had been kept from her by algorithmic decisions
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CHAPTER THREE
The use of text as medium

In this chapter I explore the use of text as a medium and its place
within the wider art world, as well as the impact online use of
text has had on this position. I employ literary review to attempt
to understand text’s complex position within ‚high‘ and ‚low‘ art
as a medium which is almost entirely mutable, in addition to
reaching a greater understanding about the way in which text is
viewed by the art world at large. I also explore the ways in which
text can flux between formats to fulfil different purposes.

The position of text in the wider world of art is one that is often
contested as to its importance. Communication makes up the
fundamentals of every piece of work that is created and every
piece of writing about said work, yet text in art continues to go
unacknowledged as a medium in many cases. Rarely, if ever,
offered as a thread of study within Fine Art degrees, often not
considered a separate medium in its own right, or considered
only within the contexts of a Creative Writing qualification. With
the emergence of artists working on social media, there is an
argument to be made that text should be considered its own
medium within fine art, as opposed to just an element of a
painting or performance.
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Where text in art does find itself acknowledged, it is usually as
poetry rather than being considered a piece of art. Yes, poetry
itself falls under the wider bracket of ‚art‘, but it is still regarded as
something distinct. In the same way you may not walk into a
music venue and expect a challenging and emotive piece of
contemporary art on stage, the audience does not necessarily
expect a challenging and emotive piece of contemporary art
when considering poetry performance at a spoken-word event, or
when reading the latest trending bestseller. There are a different
set of expectations put upon the fine art context you come to
expect in a gallery space, and the ‚art-in-general‘ context of a
performance poetry night.

The distinction between ‚high‘ and ‚low‘ art is a fuzzy and wellcontested boundary, with little consensus on where writing in art
or poetry falls. Consider Aristotle’s position on poetry and fine art,
that poetry builds on the ‚imitations‘ set out by organic life,
refined by the artist to a more perfect completion.

„The artist in his mimic world carries forward this
movement to a more perfect completion. The creations of
his art are framed on those ideal lines that nature has
drawn: her intimations, her guidance are what he follows.
Art, therefore, in imitating the universal imitates the ideal;
and we can now describe a work of art as an idealised
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representation of human life of character, emotion, action
under forms manifest to sense.“39

Following this position, which could easily be considered
authoritative, poetry should fall into the bracket of high art with
relative ease, but in a contemporary context it is often the
opposite. Contemporary poetry occupies a space somewhere
between hyper-commercial and inaccessible. It is at once utilised
as an advertising tool in the case of a recent campaign by the
bank Nationwide, spread virally across social media in the form
of snappy political slam poetry performance video, yet still
regarded in some contexts as an incredibly serious form of
written communication which is somehow elevated above
popular consumption.

Jet Sweeney is a poet and performer who considers themselves
relatively ignorant of current technology, especially social media.
They have a Facebook account, but nothing else, and did not
‚grow up online‘ like many of their contemporaries would
consider themselves to have done. They won the Roundhouse
2017 Poetry Slam as part of The Last Word Festival with a
performance of a poem called RIP(E), and produce physical zines
to accompany their writing. At first glance, their work appears at
one with the work produced by writers who would consider
themselves heavily internet based - a conscious subversion of
39 S. H. Butcher, Aristotle’s theory of

poetry and fine art, with a critical text and translation
of the Poetics, (London: Macmillan, 1907), p152-3.
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form often reflected in the spoken word delivery of their pieces,
and an understanding of the way words can proliferate through
groups of people given an appropriate medium with which to do
so - yet they have never occupied the spaces that internet based
writers often cite as being so formative. Is it possible that the work
coming out of post-internet artists would exist anyway, were the
internet not around in the hyper-connected information highway
form it occupies today?

„I’m not sure if my work has different values, viewpoints
or feelings [compared with the work of internet native
writers]; I’m not sure if anyone’s work has. It’s all about
being human most of the time, or concentrates on an
aspect of it, grief, love, conflict etc. You can get more
specific but I think art will always be about the same
things.“40

Sweeney introduces the idea that because of the universality of
concepts within art, writing in art would have always reached the
point it has accessed now, even without the internet. This point is
a cogent one - the majority of the measurable impact of the
internet within writing is with its format, rather than its content.
Fragmented, experimental literature existed long before Tim
Berners-Lee enabled computers to talk to one another via the
World Wide Web. Take, for example the works of poets within

40 Jet Sweeney in response to an email, January 7, 2018. See appendix 2.
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the concrete poetry movement, which traces its roots back to the
visual poems of Simmias of Rhodes (see fig 2.2), a Greek poet
and scholar in the 4th century BC.

This consistency in content throughout the history of art writing
links well to the point asserted in Aristotle’s exploration of poetry
as fine art. The addressing of human and other natural concepts is
apparent within poetry and art writing of almost any form, and
therefore it should be considered in the same breath as other
forms of fine, or high, art.

The ability of text on the internet to be a representation of
something which also appears in other formats is an ability which
should not go unacknowledged. Merjorie Perloff refers to works
of this nature as ‚differential texts‘, meaning a text which exists in
different forms with no one definitive manifestation.41 This allows
for texts which may otherwise be considered traditional in nature
to take on a form in an online context which may not have been
possible in print, for example using hypertext or other methods of
linking content, creating animations or other forms of durational
elements, or simply reformatting to work better in a digital
context. The highly mutable nature of digitised content also
allows for pieces which may be updated or change over time,
again adding another layer of interactivity and engagement.

41 Marjorie Perloff, „Vocable Scriptsigns: Differential Poetics in Kenneth Goldsmith’s Fid-

get and John Kinsella’s Kangaroo Virus“, in Poetry, Value and Contemporary Culture, ed.
Andrew Roberts and John Allison, (Edinburgh, Edinburgh Press 2002), pp. 21-43.
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This circles around to another point addressed previously,
wherein one of the key elements to distinguish work created for/
in an online environment from that created in an offline
‚disconnected' fashion is the way in which the work utilises
interactivity to connect with the audience. Traditionally, the
majority of art created is not interactive. The work is separate
from the viewer, behind a rope or piece of glass, elevated and
untouchable. The work is generally not able to be altered by the
presence of the audience, and work which transcends this
boundary can be seen as gimmicky or considered ‚low‘ for its
heightened accessibility. Any piece which shatters the illusion
that art cannot be accessed by uneducated members of the public
is generally met with some derision. The nature of large swathes
of online text based works goes against this narrative, in
particular works created post-social media which utilise the tools
available within social media environments.

To assert as accessible within art is to be radical in many
contexts. The ways in which text can be altered to convey the
same information in different ways mean that it is one of the most
accessible ways of working, putting aside issues of literacy and
language. Text can be made larger, changed in colour or typeface,
or dictated, with each one of these catering to different access
needs and therefore reaching a larger audience. It may not have
the universality of symbology present in purely pictorial works,
but can always be readily altered to be more easily accessible to
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a new audience while still retaining its inherent meaning. To
place this same text online, on a public website which can be
accessed by anyone with the url, is asserting accessibility in an
almost unprecedented way within art.

Text can be a very public way of creating art. Its ubiquitous
presence in our lives leads us to expect to read hundreds, if not
thousands of words on a daily basis, more so if living in an area
of dense population. It graces billboards and road signs,
shopfronts and restaurant menus, often trying to influence our
behaviour. When these means of information exchange are
hijacked by art writing, it can act as a refreshing break from
advertising and instructional signage. Transport for London are an
example of an entity which encourage this kind of ‚hijacking‘
through their Art on the Underground series. Often playing host
to visual artworks in the place of regular advertisements around
the Underground network, there are currently a series of works by
David McDiarmid (Rainbow Aphorisms) which replace
persuasive commercial text with human statements relating to
queer identity and the artist’s own experience of AIDS42 (see Fig
3.1).

The juncture between this kind of public intervention (wherein a
space usually dedicated to commercial language is dedicated to
intellectual and emotional language) and internet based artworks
42 „Rainbow Aphorisms“, Transport for London, accessed January 15, 2018, https://art.t-

fl.gov.uk/projects/rainbow-aphorisms/.
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can be found in Egoscopio (2002) by Giselle Beiguelman. A
billboard was hired on a main street in São Paulo, which would
alternate between genuine advertisements and displaying
websites submitted by users of Beiguelman’s website (see Fig 3.2).
Intended to cross the boundary between consumer and author of
messages displayed in public space, Egoscopio worked to subvert
the general narrative of advertising. Instead of being shown things
that were entirely at the whims of those hiring the billboard, they
could choose for free one website to be displayed to the public.
This assertion of public ownership over the space the public
occupies is a radical and levelling one, employing an expected
medium to carry an unexpected, very public, very accessible,
message.
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Figure 3.1 - David McDiarmid’s Rainbow Aphorisms as part of Art on the Underground, a Transport for
London public art initiative which sees artworks replacing advertisements throughout the Underground
network
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Figure 3.2 - Giselle Beiguelman’s Egoscopio. A pair of billboards were hired for a short duration in a highly
trafficked location in São Paulo. Members of the public were able to display any website of their choosing
on the billboards, in between regular paid advertisements
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CONCLUSION

In this essay I have explored and addressed the effect of the
internet on text in art from a variety of different angles. In chapter
one I considered the impact of the online audience on text-based
artworks. Having drawn from both literary review and interviews I
conducted, I found that online text leans heavily on previous
methods of writing pre-social media, with the most idiosyncratic
feature being that of hypertext, itself dating back to nonlinear
methods of accessing a text such as using an index. Even beyond
this, the influence of historically relevant methods of working
with text is still felt in a post-social media environment, but is
employed in such a way that embodies the phenomenon of how
mediums tend to ‚come into their own‘ after a period of
experimentation. In addition I have discussed how in a social
sphere the audience can impact not only the narrative of the
work in question but also the public reputation of the artist
delivering that work. I have considered how the morality of an
artist is increasingly taken to be irrevocably entwined with the
artworks themselves, with each element impacting greatly on the
popular success of the other.

In chapter two I have explored the ways in which artists are
utilising the internet as a method of publishing works and the
consequences these methods of working have on the content of
their practice. I have also compared this to the ways in which
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artists who do not work primarily online are affected by the need
to appease funding bodies and how this phenomenon reflects the
way in which online artists are often funded directly by their
audience, therefore creating work specifically to gain, retain, and
please members of the public. I discussed how pressures from
algorithmic selective promotion can impact the writing of social
media based poets, pushing it in a direction of simplicity.

In the third chapter I have examined the context of writing in art
both historically and contemporarily, considering the ways in
which poetry has maintained its focus on very human
experiences and therefore remained consistent despite moving
between media. I have also explored the juncture between
accessibility and text, bearing in mind the ways in which text can
be altered to fit an audience and still carry the same meaning. In
addition, I have touched on the juncture between public art and
the internet, considering the ways in which the internet can bring
the audience closer to artworks than ever previously possible.

The impact of the internet on text in art is wide and far reaching
in terms of format, interactivity, and collaborative storytelling,
though there is strong evidence that it may not have affected the
actual content of art writing as much as first suspected. Although
online platforms often come with their own implicit style caused
by the restrictions (e.g. Twitter’s character limit) of the platform,
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this does not necessarily shift the themes of the work away from
themes also discussed in traditional written artworks.

Traditional funding structures are also present in an online
environment, reflecting the ways in which funding bodies impact
the nature of offline exhibitions. Work may be promoted or
ignored depending on both interaction (read: algorithmic appeal)
and how well it fits into criteria decided by those holding the
purse strings. This interplay between funding and content affects
the work made by many artists utilising the online environment to
showcase their practice, often altering pieces to make them more
appealing to an online audience, or even creating works simply
for the purpose of gaining traction online. There is no consensus
on whether or not this practice is to be celebrated or ignored, just
as there is no consensus in the offline art canon as to whether
artists are rendered morally corrupt when they practice in pursuit
of financial gain.

Ultimately, I have found that the most consistent way in which
the internet has impacted text based art is through interactivity.
Interactivity works to bring the audience ever closer to the ideas
discussed in artworks and increases accessibility to those ideas
through removing the superiority often attributed to a work when
it is fixed and untouchable. When artworks take place in the
social spheres occupied by the general public, in a format easily
recognisable to its audience, it is of far greater impact than an
50

artwork which is forever behind glass, or in an imposing building
designed to make those ‚out of the know‘ feel inferior.
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APPENDIX 1
Transcript of audio provided by Scott Eckert in response to an
email from myself.

•

How did the platform influence the form and outcome of
Tweeter Rater?

•

Was its conception influenced by anything in particular?
Any pinpoint-able event?

•

How much did the audience influence the outcome of the
immersive story?

Hey there Honor Ash, aka kittynoise. This is Scott Eckert and
thank you for the compliments about Tweeter Rater’s story. I
agree, I think it is art, I think every tweet is a little piece of art. I'm
going to dictate this into a voice memo rather than type and you
can pull from it whatever you find useful. If you need more
information let me know and I apologise for the turnaround time
but I’ve kinda got this single parent thing going on and I'm trying
to run a law practice and all of those good things, so anyway. I
hope this is timely enough that you can derive some use from it.

I'm going to try and answer your questions but like you said, if I
veer off a little no big deal. So in terms of how the platform
influenced the form and outcome of the story - I think that TR was
really something that only could have happened on Twitter. I
think that the form in terms of the limitation on characters forced
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me to be very concise, as it does everyone on Twitter. When I
started out I think I was just rating tweets for about six or eight
months, I can’t quite recall, but that really made me hone my
reviews and I think strengthened my writing in a lot of ways. They
had to be kind of bite size nuggets and I tried to be witty and
thoughtful in those reviews while also… I think back then I was
kind of putting the entire original source tweet in my review tweet
as well, so I had very little space to work with. So that was a fun
writing challenge, and it was fun for a long time.

Just to go a little off topic here I did not - when I started Tweeter
Rater it was very… gimmicky. I had seen one other account that
was - I forgot what it was called but it was something like
pedantic owl or something like that - where like this owl character
would kind of explain why someone else’s tweet was wrong or
why it was funny and it was so dumb and annoying but it was
done so seriously. I don’t even know if that account’s still around
but I remember seeing that and being like, this account is getting
so much love and so much hate‘. People like acknowledgement
of their work - whether it’s a good review or bad review? So that’s
how I came up with the Tweeter Rater idea. It was kind of in my
earlier days of Twitter and I really cared about … I was more in it
for the retweets and the follower count than the relationships that
flowed from it. So I kinda thought, ‚boy this is a fun way to
engage directly with some of my Twitter heroes and give them
praise or knock them down a bit‘ and it was really interesting. A
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lot of people ignored it and a lot of people loved it and a lot
hated it. And I would get retweeted. I remember Marc Maron
who is a real dude out there, a comedian or something, I would
only give him bad reviews because when I gave him a good
review he would just ignore it. The bad reviews he would curse
me out and call me a dirty shit and all this great stuff and that
kind of acknowledgement only accrued the account so it was
pretty wonderful. But then after six or seven months, whatever it
was, my follower count plateaued at around 3,000 and I was
honestly getting a little bored with writing reviews. Like, what am
I going to do with this? I don’t wanna write reviews for the rest of
my life and I don’t really care about… I was less concerned with
retweets and follower counts and more into just kind of using the
platform in a new way.

When I was in law school I actually - this is back in like 2004?
when blogger or blogspot I guess it was called was pretty popular
- I did an anonymous blog in law school kind of chronicling the
experiences of a first year law student and it really became a
place where my classmates and I could vent and support each
other and make fun of each other a little bit, make fun of the
professors. At the end of the year there was even like a
newspaper article in the school paper about who was behind this
blog. I made a deal with my readers that if they donated a certain
amount to a charity called Africare I would reveal my identity - I
did, they raised the money, it was a pretty paltry sum but for law
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students it felt like a lot. We had a big party and it was cool. So I
kinda took from that like - ‚jeez these new mediums really lend
themselves to some creative use!‘ so when Tweeter Rater
plateaued in terms of my interest in rating tweets and also the
growth of the account, I thought „I'm gonna do something
different I'm gonna take this thing totally off the rails“ and I'd
been becoming a lot more political, politically aware, and being a
father - much more stressed, scared, angry, about the world that
these kids were going to be inheriting. So with Tweeter Rater I
think the story was ultimately just a political argument. I think
anyone who read it all the way through might have caught that,
but along the way I really wanted to play with collaborative art,
collaborative storytelling. I'm a former english teacher so I love
that kind of stuff, the ways that we can kind of inspire and
support each other in our creation of fiction or art or whatever.

Wait a minute let me glance back at your questions one second.
In terms of your last question - ‚how the audience influenced the
outcome‘ - I knew the tweet supreme from the very beginning. I
knew it was going to be that single letter „u“. There were a lot of
clues kinda dropped in it throughout, probably nobody ever
noticed beyond me but I did put a lot of clues in there that that’s
where it was headed.

The audience influenced it pretty massively really at two points in
the story. First was the Duodecim which I thought was just such a
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really cool event in terms of the writing challenges that they gave,
the 12 who volunteered and I felt some really interesting sparkling
tweets came out of that. Then when I gave them the big task in
the final round of writing their own Duodecims, the 12 tweet
series, I felt a lot of beautiful stuff came out of it. I was really
proud, proud of my Twitter friends, and proud of myself for
facilitating this thing. It was just so weird. It was, in a way, an art
exhibition of sorts that happened in real time but on Twitter which
just sounds so bizarre but it’s a thing that really happened. So I
loved that. Then so you might recall towards the end of the story
when Tweeter Rater was chronicling the annihilation of the
human race - I was trying to kind of - I thought of it as genesis in
reverse in a lot of ways. The winnowing down of the human
populace to just to whatever end up being a dozen or … I asked
everyone to contribute their … God Honor I can hardly
remember! This feels like a lifetime ago… but last words or I
forgot how I called it. But really neat stuff came out of that.

I remember one guy what was his name, came up with a … God
I can’t remember his name! ‚Tiny Subversions‘ or something, I
think he tweeted it under. His real name is Darius Kazemi. He
came up with a… he made a webpage where a bot basically
pulled any instance of the word love, or any phrase containing
the word love from a page where the state of Texas chronicled
everyone who they executed. All of their last words. It was really
powerful and upsetting to see these men, mostly, on death row in
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the final moments of their lives speaking of love. It was so cool
that that came from Tweeter Rater. Seeing some great tweets from
some of my Twitter heroes, jomny sun (@jonnysun), and LMC
(@_L_M_C_) like you said, all those folks, was really special.

Lastly, or your middle question - was there a pinpoint-able event
that led to this. That’s really hard to say. I think I do remember a
day that happened almost right around the same time I was trying
to figure out how I could take TR completely off the rails and do
something jarring with it. At that time I just had two kids and I
think they were around four and two and I took them to a park
here in Cincinnati called Washington Park. There was a slide that
two kids could down side by side at the same time, so my kids
went down it several times and I got a really great picture of them
holding hands and just looking completely full of joy and life and
youth on this beautiful cold day. I think that same day I was
looking at that photo on my computer and I came across a
photograph of two other kids. I think they were from Bangladesh
and it was just like my kids - a big sister and a little brother. They
looked about four and two, but these were kids living in a slum. It
was alongside railroad tracks, literally right next to the tracks and
in the background you could see these rows of tents or hovels or
huts or whatever that these poor families were living in. It was
pretty evident that the big sister was taking care of this little boy.
She was holding him with her hips sticking out the way a mom
would hold a child. They were holding out a metal bowl I guess
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that they ate out of, but they were barefoot and there was just
garbage and filth strewn about the ground and their faces were
dirty and they were just too skinny. The juxtaposition of seeing my
kids who were enjoying a more privileged life here in the midwest
in America vs what these kids were dealing with was very jarring,
very very upsetting. I’ve taught a lot of inner-city kids, in my law
practice background I represented a lot of young black kids who
got chewed up in the New York City foster care system or got
their butts kicked by police before that became more visible on
the news and whatnot, and even in my consulting days I had led
some nonprofit efforts with groups that are working with people
living in poverty in Cincinnati and I'm still involved in that - the
point is that poverty was a little more immediate in my
professional life through teaching and lawyering and consulting
and frankly I find it intolerable and beyond depressing. So
anyway, this is a way too long answer I know you’ve gotta get
your work done. So bottom line, if I had to pinpoint an event it
was seeing this picture with these two kids kinda back to back
with seeing this picture of my two kids and just feeling the severe
unfairness and wrongness of that disparity. There were other
events, working with kids in poverty, becoming more aware of
environmental destruction, how that leads to the migration crisis
going on, and water scarcity, food scarcity, all that awful stuff, this
kind of hovering in the background of my day to day existence.
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So anyway, let me glance back at your questions see if I covered
them all and I’ll wrap this for you. I guess I covered it all. I really
like your comment about the beauty of collaborative storytelling, I
think that’s extremely powerful. I'm not done trying to do weird
things on social media, I actually just a week ago tried something
on Facebook and and it didn’t exactly set the world on fire. There
was not a lot of response but I came up with a game that I was
hoping to host on Facebook. I think I'm going back to the
drawing board on it but if you’d like to see how I put that out
there maybe I'll send you a link when I email you this.

I do think that there is room for social justice kinda advocacy and
mobilisation via things like Twitter and Facebook. I think Tweeter
Rater could have only happened on Twitter and at that moment
where weird Twitter was kind of at its peak and there was so
much beautiful strange and creative stuff going on, I was so
inspired by so many of our peers on there. Again I wanna thank
you for the compliments, they mean a lot. I got so much praise
and so much hate while doing every phase of TR and it really
thickened my skin. It was just a wonderful experience all things
considered.
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APPENDIX 2

Response from Jet Sweeney to a series of questions I posed, also
detailed below.

•Do you think your writing would be different if you had grown
up online like many other emerging artists working today?
•Do you think that work created in the shadow of social media
has inherently different values, viewpoints, or feelings, than
work created in isolation or pre-internet?

The presence of the internet will have affected my work anyway,
even though I haven’t really engaged with it as much, some of my
audience has grown up online and has that lens so its always
going to interact. I’m not sure if my work has different values,
viewpoints or feelings, i’m not sure if anyone’s work has, it’s all
about being human most of the time, or concentrates on an
aspect of it, grief, love, conflict etc. you can get more specific but
i think art will always be about the same things. What i notice the
most about work on the internet (and i don’t really access a lot or
pay attention) is it’s sense of humour. I think the internet is a great
location for post irony, that is if post irony is real. Memes are
great. I like how the internet enables us to laugh at ourselves. But
i think the anonymity allows us to hide just as much as it enables
honesty. since i’ve been using the internet more as a platform i’ve
felt under more pressure for products to be ‘complete’. There’s a
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sense that anything captured and documented is immortal. I’m
also wary of how identity and branding interact with art. I’ve
deliberately avoided self promoting via social media for a few
different reasons. I have a lot of irrational fear surrounding the
internet, which plays a big part. Self promotion generally feels
uncomfortable, and there’s something particularly obvious and
ugly about doing it via a platform like Twitter. It’s just not the
frame I want my worked to be viewed within. I want the response
to my work to be more long term than a dopamine shot while
scrolling. I’ve almost exclusively engaged with work that I admire
and feel has significantly influenced my practice outside of the
internet. For art on the internet to impress me, it has to do a lot
more work than I expect of art offline. It’s too easy to switch tabs
and lose concentration. In terms of writing specifically, I think
there’s a lot of potential for innovation online, but we’re still
figuring out how to use the screen as a page.
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